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Abstract: We present a novel model for recognizing long-term complex activities involving multiple persons. The proposed
model, named ‘decomposed hidden Markov model’ (DHMM), combines spatial decomposition and hierarchical abstraction to
capture multi-modal, long-term dependent and multi-scale characteristics of activities. Decomposition in space and time offers
conceptual advantages of compaction and clarity, and greatly reduces the size of state space as well as the number of parameters.
DHMMs are efficient even when the number of persons is variable. We also introduce an efficient approximation algorithm for
inference and parameter estimation. Experiments on multi-person activities and multi-modal individual activities demonstrate that
DHMMs are more efficient and reliable than familiar models, such as coupled HMMs, hierarchical HMMs, and multi-observation
HMMs.
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INTRODUCTION
Activity recognition has been one of the most
active topics in computer vision for its huge number
of potential applications, such as visual surveillance,
human-computer interface, motion-based diagnosis
and identification (Moeslund et al., 2006). As efficient models for learning sequential characteristics of
data sequence, dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs),
especially hidden Markov models (HMMs), have
been widely used in recognition of individual activities and simple interacting activities. However, few
models have been proposed for modeling long-term
complex activities involving interactions of multiple
persons performing multiple actions simultaneously,
which presents both of spatial and temporal difficulties for traditional models.
From spatial aspect, real scenes of interest often
contain multiple persons and complex interactions
*
Project (No. 60772050) supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China

between them (Intille and Bobick, 2001), which
brings several challenges. First, large feature space
for multiple persons suffers from dimension disaster.
Second, the variable number of persons makes most
exsiting methods unsuitable because of the uncertain
dimension of feature vectors and uncertain correlations between persons (Wada and Matsuyama, 2000;
Liu and Chua, 2006). Third, properly modeling
asynchrony and correlations between multiple dynamic processes is a challenging problem. Standard
HMMs suffer from feature space and state space exploring. Although some multi-modal models were
presented (Brand et al., 1997; Gong and Xiang, 2003;
Du et al., 2008), they are computationally intractable
when the model consists of more than two chains.
From temporal aspect, how to capture the inherent hierarchical structure of activity, which presents long-term dependency and multi-scale characteristics, is a challenging problem. From perceptual
psychology viewpoint (Zacks and Tversky, 2001),
activity can be viewed as composition of actions
having some orderly relations. The ‘part of’ relations
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between parts and sub-parts constitute a partonomic
hierarchy. Orderly relations present the sequential
characteristics. Usually, correlations between subparts of activities do not decay as quickly as expected
by standard HMMs, which is difficult to handle under
the Markov assumption. Activities can also be viewed
as existing at various levels of abstraction, which is
named ‘taxonomic hierarchy’ reflecting multi-scale
characteristics. If flat models such as HMMs and
coupled HMMs (CHMMs) are used, the complexity
of the model will become intractable with increasing
errors and over-fitting in training.
Furthermore, it is necessary and beneficial to
model both of spatial and temporal characteristics of
multi-person activities. However, existing models can
reflect only one aspect directly. Hierarchical HMMs
(Fine et al., 1998; Bui et al., 2002; Oliver et al., 2004)
solve the hierarchical structure to some extent, but
involve a combinatoric number of states to recognize
multi-person activities. Multi-channel HMMs (Brand
et al., 1997; Gong and Xiang, 2003) and multiobservation HMMs (Liu and Chua, 2006) adopt a
compositional representation of two or more variables
for multiple processes, but cannot represent the hierarchical structure of activities. Therefore, it is necessary to present some new tractable models to handle
the two aspects simultaneously.
In this paper, we present a new network that can
recognize long-term complex multi-person activities
even when the number of persons is variable. The
proposed model, named ‘decomposed hidden Markov
model’ (DHMM), decomposes the states of traditional HMMs in multi-scale time and multi-modal
space. The compositional states bring conceptual
advantages of parsimony and clarity, with consequent
computational benefits in efficiency and accuracy. In
DHMMs, decomposition in space generates multiple
coupled HMM chains to model multi-person interactions, and the number of chains varies as the number
of persons does (In general, spatial decomposition
cannot be uniquely decided by the person number.
Sometimes several persons share one chain or one
person uses several chains.). A relation layer uncouples these chains for a more compact representation
while keeping the causal-temporal influences. Higher
multi-level abstracts capture long-term dependency
and multi-scale characteristics of multi-person activities. The general structure is shown in Fig.1.

End

Horizontal transition
Active downward
Return upward
End

Abstract layers
End

End

Production layer
(observations omitted)

Fig.1 General structure of the decomposed hidden
Markov model

RELATED WORK
In the past two decades, there were significant
researches on human activity recognition based on
DBNs, especially HMMs and their extensions
(Moeslund et al., 2006). It is well known that standard
HMMs suffer from feature space and state space exploring for multi-modal problems, and that the performance of HMMs tends to degrade when long-term
dependence and multi-scale characteristics are presented as the sequence length increases.
Some models were presented to model long-term
dependence and multi-scale characteristics. Abstract
HMMs (Bui et al., 2002) and hierarchical HMMs
(HHMMs) (Fine et al., 1998; Nguyen et al., 2005)
exploit the hierarchical characteristics of activities by
recursive layer structure, and use a special ‘end’ state
to control the return to the higher level. Layered
HMMs (Oliver et al., 2004) classify activities level by
level using standard HMMs to capture different levels
of abstraction and corresponding duration. Du et al.
(2008) presented hierarchical DBNs with duration
states at high levels to represent multi-scale characteristics of activities. However, it is necessary to
merge multiple feature vectors into a highdimensional vector when multi-person activities are
concerned. Hierarchical networks still suffer from the
large feature/state space problem.
To address multi-channel interactions, Brand et
al.(1997) improved linked HMMs consisting of two
coupled chains evolving in lockstep by CHMMs.
They introduced coupling between time slices to
capture causal-temporal influences between multiple
interactive chains. Dynamically multi-linked HMMs
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(DML-HMMs) (Gong and Xiang, 2003) consist of a
more optimized factorization of state transition matrices and have fewer state connections than CHMMs.
Observation decomposed HMMs (ODHMMs) (Liu
and Chua, 2006) decompose the original observation
into a set of sub-observations to recognize multiagent activities. Zhang D. et al.(2006) used a twolayer HMM to recognize meeting activities. Du et
al.(2007) used level-by-level interacting networks to
recognize multi-scale dynamics of interactions. These
models handle multi-modal problems to some extent.
However, these models are very complex networks
that can be intractable for more than two chains
(persons), and they cannot represent the hierarchical
structure of activities.
None of these models can represent spatial and
temporal characteristics simultaneously. We present a
new network by decomposing a state in two dimensions of space and time, to combine multiple sequences and represent the hierarchical structure of
activities. The proposed model has a more compact
structure, and is more efficient and reliable for
multi-person activity recognition.

DECOMPOSED HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
DHMMs decompose the state of standard
HMMs in multi-modal space and multi-scale time,
and decompose the observations in space. One example represented as a DBN is shown in Fig.2. In
DHMM, there is a production layer that consists of
several independent state chains. Each chain evolves
on its own dynamics, produces its own observations,
and can start/end at any time. So the number of chains
varies flexibly. Above the production layer, the
DHMM has multiple abstract layers like HHMMs
(Murphy and Paskin, 2001) to represent activities at
multiple scales. We especially name the lowest abstract layer as the ‘relation layer’, which has influences on all the chains at the production layer.
The original observation is decomposed into a
set of sub-observations, each depending on only one
production-state chain. The model of Fig.2 has two
layers of hierarchical abstraction and three chains in
the production layer, of which one starts at time t. The
state and observation at chain k and time t are represented by Qtk and Otk , respectively. H tk denotes the
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Fig.2 Dynamic Bayesian network representation of a
decomposed hidden Markov model example

state at abstract layer k and time t, and Ft k is an indicator variable indicating when the Markov chain at
layer k enters an end state and returns to the (k+1)th
layer. The downward arcs between the H variables
represent vertical transitions, while the downward
arcs between the relation layer and the production
layer represent influences.
Spatial decomposition
Asynchrony of multi-channel sequences will
lead state and feature space of single-observation
models (such as HMMs and hierarchically structural
HMMs) growing rapidly to become intractable. Some
multi-modal models such as CHMMs and DMLHMMs are proposed. These models are tractable in
space with KN states as opposed to NK of combinatoric HMMs, where K is the number of chains and N
is the number of chain states. However, these models
are not suitable for multi-person activity recognition
when the person number is variable, or for hierarchical representation. Furthermore, they are densely
connected models and take an O(KNK+1) parameter set.
Training will suffer over-fitting with increasing errors
when K becomes large.
To solve the multi-modal problem using compact models, we introduce a novel multi-channel
setting, which reduces the model complexity greatly.
A DHMM decomposes dynamically the state of
HMMs in space into several coupled variables to
capture the spatial structure of activities. The correlations between variables are then uncoupled by a
relation layer; that is, there are only influences of the
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relation layer on production state chains. These chains
evolve on their own dynamics, and can start/end at
any time, while chains in CHMMs have influences on
each other and start/end simultaneously. In multiperson activity recognition, we consider multiple
persons interacting to form a group, and the group has
influences on each person. The dynamics of the group
are captured by the relation layer, and each person is
modeled by an HMM chain. DHMMs reflect the
influences of the group on individuals, while CHMMs
reflect direct influences between individuals. Since
the relation layer captures the dynamics of all the
chains, it has a combinatoric state space of these
chains theoretically. Fortunately, not all correlations
exist all the time but a few of them need to be modeled in a moment, so combinations in reality usually
distribute in a sparse manner, which keeps the state
space in a low complexity. Observation is also decomposed and each of sub-observations depends only
on the corresponding state chain.
The spatial decomposition of DHMMs brings
several advantages. Firstly, after observation decomposition, DHMMs avoid the problem of large
feature space and the problem of transitions between
different feature spaces, and then feature selection of
each chain becomes more flexible. DHMMs can
model feature sets at different time scales, which
makes models suitable for individual activities with
multi-scale features, such as the global features and
the local features used in (Du et al., 2008). Secondly,
decomposition in space reduces the complexity of the
model. Relation uncoupling reduces further the
number of parameters. The models take KN states and
O(KN3) parameters, while HMMs take NK states and
CHMMs take O(KNK+1) parameters. Thirdly, using
one or several HMM chains to model one person
provides more details about the internal dynamics of
individual actions. Because of independence between
individual channels, loss in one channel does not
affect others. DHMMs are not sensitive to the varying
of the person number. Finally, complexity reduction
and independence in model simplify the inference and
learning, and reduce the chance of over-fitting and
errors in training.
Temporally hierarchical abstraction
Activities have naturally a hierarchical structure
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that presents multi-scale characteristics and long-term
dependencies. The dependency of a sequence does
not decay as the Markov assumption expects. Flat
models, such as HMMs, CHMMs and ODHMMs are
not competent anymore. The number of parameters
rapidly becomes intractable as the number of scales
increases and the probability of a sequence decreases
exponentially with the increase of sequence length. If
an orderly characteristic is followed in activities, we
think that a high activity can be decomposed recursively into a sequence of simpler activities until
primitive actions are reached. To represent multiscale and long-term dependent characteristics, we
introduce the hierarchical network.
Above the production layer, DHMMs are structured multi-level stochastic processes to capture the
hierarchical structure of activities. We usually assume
abstract layers have a tree structure (Fig.2). The
lowest layer, i.e., the relation layer, represents the
causes (goal) of multi-person interactions which
provide a higher level of description than individual
actions. DHMMs model further group activities at
multiple levels of abstraction to represent the taxonomic characteristic. Every state in the high level of
abstract layers consists of a sequence of lower-level
states. The transitions in the same layer indicate the
partially ordered relations of activity parts.
Fig.3 shows why the hierarchical model is curial
and how it handles the long-term dependency in activities. Person 1 interacts with persons 2 and 3 at
conjoint intervals to finish a sub-activity. Sometimes
activities are performed following different global
orders but keeping local orders. Assuming that each
sub-activity consists of N states, the flat model implements transition between sub-activities with N2
possible one-step paths. The hierarchical model abstracts a long chain of simpler actions into a single
sub-activity that carries all needed historical information. It takes O(N) transition parameters. The
higher layer represents larger-scale characteristics,
and captures the correlations between states far away;
that is, DHMMs capture long-term dependences using higher layers. The hierarchical structure reduces
the model complexity greatly, compared to standard
HMMs. Furthermore, it can also simplify parameter
learning by sub-models learning separately.
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Hierarchical model
Relation state

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3

Flat model

Fig.3 Demonstration of the flat model and the hierarchical model for multi-person activities

Special cases and related models
A Bayesian network is a graphical way to represent the conditional independence of a joint distribution. There are many ways to factorize a joint distribution, and consequently there are many Bayesian
networks consistent with a particular joint (Ghahramani, 2001). When the internal dynamics of individual actions is ignored, we obtain a multiobservation hierarchical HMM (MOHHMM), as
shown in Fig.4. Learning with a large dataset, they
would gain better performance for a complex sequence than ODHMMs in theory because of their
hierarchical network. If the model has only one abstract layer (i.e., the relation layer), it will be a
two-layer influence model similar to that in (Zhang D.
et al., 2006). However, the model does not consider
the evolution of group process, and thus cannot be
extended to hierarchical modeling easily.
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special implementation of a DHMM as shown in
Fig.5, we set H as the related parts of S1 and S2, and Q1
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H=S1∩S2 and Q1⊥Q2|H. The model is exactly equivalent to CHMMs but with fewer parameters and lower
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the relation layer is small, the model can be simplified
to standard DHMMs. However, the DHMM has a
more compact structure than the CHMM, and can
represent the hierarchical structure of acidities.
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sons have similar distributions, the models have the
same structure as HHMMs. But DHMMs are more
flexible to model multi-modal sequences with a more
compact model. DHMMs are also related to CHMMs.
CHMMs model interactions of multiple HMM chains
by directly linking the cross time slices and cross
chain states as P ( Sti | St1 , St2 , " , StK ), while in
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Fig.4 A multi-observation hierarchical HMM

The biggest difference between DHMMs and
other models is that DHMMs represent both of spatial
and temporal characteristics while other models represent only one of them. DHMMs are also less complex than others for multi-person activity recognition
with consequent computational advantages of less
cost and smaller errors in training.
Once sub-observations are merged into large
ones when the features extracted from multiple per-

Parameter estimation in DHMMs
In a DHMM, the set of parameters, denoted as λ,
includes three parts: initial parameters Π, transition
parameters A, and observation distributions B. We
assume Kh to be the index of the highest abstract layer,
Kq the number of HMM chains at the production layer,
and N the maximum number of states of each chain at
all layers. The state variables in abstract layers can be
encoded as H t = ( H t1 , H t2 , " , H tKh ), and the state
variables in the production layer are encoded as Qt
with varying dimensions. Define Rt=(Ht, Qt). The
parameters Π, A, and B are defined as follows.
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(1) Initial parameters Π.
π ih , K h : the probability that the top activity be-

spectively, Ck is the number of components of the
mixture Gaussian distribution, wik, n is the weight, and

gins at sub-activity i. π ih|l, k : the probability that the kth

Otk is the sub-observation of the kth production state

layer activities begin at sub-activity i conditioned on
the higher activity l. π iq|l, k : the probability that the kth

chain at time t.
The number of parameters of the production
state transition model is O(KqN3), and that of the abstract state transition model is O(KhN3). A general
maximum a posterior expectation maximization
(MAP-EM) algorithm is used for parameter estimation based on the generalized forward-backward iterations. This algorithm is derived in a similar fashion
to the learning algorithms of HMMs. In multi-person
activity recognition, it is hard to collect a set of sequences to capture all the possible transitions while
the segmented data seem to be collected easily. We
can learn the sub-HMMs separately and combine
them together.

person firstly does action i conditioned on relation l.
(2) State transition parameters A.
First, we define Aih, ,jk|l as the transition probability from activities i to j conditioned on relation l,
,k
τ ih|l, k = Aih,end|
l the probability of terminating from state

i. The transition parameters aih, ,jk|l in the original
HHMMs (Fine et al., 1998) can be obtained as aih, ,jk|l =

Aih, ,jk|l (1 − τ ih|l, k ). Then we define P ( Ft k | H tk , H tk +1 ,
Ft k −1 ) and P ( H tk | H tk−1 , Ft k−1−1 , Ft k−1 , H tk +1 ) the same as

in (Murphy and Paskin, 2001).
To formulate the transition probabilities of
production layer states, we introduce another indicator {Vt k } decided by the feature extraction module.
Vt k = 1 indicates the kth person is observable, Vt k = 0

indicates the kth person appears or reappears at time t,
and Vt k = −1 indicates the kth person is unobservable.
Then we define Aiq, ,jk|l being the transition probability
from i to j conditioned on l. Then, the conditional
probability distributions of the production layer are
defined as
P (Q = j | Q
k
t

k
t −1

⎧ 1, if v = −1,
⎪ q,k
= i, H = l ,Vt = v) = ⎨ π i|l , if v = 1, (1)
⎪ Aq , k , if v = 0.
⎩ i , j |l
1
t

k

(3) Observation distribution B = {bOk |i }.
t

Ck

bOk |i = ∑ wik, n ⋅ N (Otk , μik, n , ∑ ik, n ).
t

(2)

n =1

Then, the observation distributions are defined as
⎧⎪1, if v = −1,
P(Otk | Qtk = i, Vt k = v) = ⎨
⎪⎩bOtk |i , else,

tion, μ

k
i,n

k
i,n

and ∑

k
i,n

erators αt(r) as the probabilities of the observations up
to time t and the DHMM in state r. αt(r)=P(O1:t,
Rt=r|λ), and we can solve it inductively:

α t +1 (r ′) = br ′ (Ot +1 )∑ r ∑ f α t (r )arf, r ′ .

(4)

(3)

where N (O , μ , ∑ ) denotes a Gaussian distribuk
t

Calculating the likelihood
Murphy (2002) presented an O(T) inference algorithm for hierarchical networks with an equivalent
DBN representation instead of the original inference
algorithm described in (Fine et al., 1998) for HHMMs,
which takes O(T3NK) time by looping over all possible
lengths of subsequences generated by each Markov
model at each level, where T is the sequence length, N
is the maximum number of states at each layer, and K
is the depth of the hierarchy. As long-term multiperson activity recognition is concerned, T tends to
increase rapidly. While N does take a large value in
applications because of the balance of performance
and parsimony or simplicity (Forster, 2000), we adapt
and improve Murphy’s algorithm in our inference.
Similar to the way we define the inference of
HMMs, we define global transition probabilities
arf, r ′ = P( Rt +1 = r ′ | Rt = r , Ft = f ) and forward op-

k
i,n

are the mean and covariance re-

Similarly, we can obtain the generalized backward algorithm. This takes O(TN

2( K h + K q )

), where T is

the sequence length, Kq is the number of persons, Kh
is the number of abstract layers, and N is the
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(maximum) number of states at each channel and each
level, and this becomes computationally difficult as
the number of chains increases. This inference cannot
be used directly for a variable person number. We
assume that forward operators satisfy the following
condition:

α t (r ) = φt P( H t = h) P(O1:t , Qt = q, H t1 = h1 )
= φt′P( H t = h)∏ k P(O1:kt , Qtk = q k , H t1 = h1 ),

(5)

where φt′ is a scale. We redefine forward operators as

α tk (h1 , q k ) = P(O1:kt , H t1 = h1 , Qtk = q k | λ ),

(6)

and α tH = P ( H t = h | λ ). We compute forward operators independently, and how one operator is doing
does not affect others. We obtain the likelihood as
P(O | λ ) ∝ ∑ h αTH (h)∑ q ∏ k αTk (h1 , q k ).

(7)

individual activities on square were used to demonstrate the flexibility of the model in feature decomposition. Typically, it is easy and unnecessary to do
role assignment in applications such as visual-audio
activity recognition and two-person interactions, because it is easy to differentiate features (modalities)
from each other. We did only role assignment and
tested its performance in multi-person activity recognition.
Multi-person activity recognition
We collected our multi-person activity dataset
similar to the one in (Liu and Chua, 2006), but our
activities were performed in longer time and larger
space (Fig.6). The video sequences consist of
352×288-pixel color images at a 15 Hz frame rate.
Each of them was acted by three persons for about 50
times, and lasted around 1 min and 900 frames. For
each activity, about half of its dataset was used for
training. Initially, persons 1 and 2 formed group A,
and person 3 formed group B.

Via this assumption, we reduce the complexity
to O(T ( N 2 Kh + K q N 4 )). When approximate inference techniques such as belief propagation are used,
the computational complexity is reduced further to
O(T(Kh2N2+KqN4)). Usually, we will use 2~3-level
hierarchical models, while the number of persons may
be large. So the complexity can be simplified as
O(TKqN4), which is tractable in applications and
much smaller than that of traditional multi-modal
models that take O(TN

2 Kq

) for Kq-person activity

recognition. The inference complexity of our model
increases linearly with the increase of the numbers of
persons and abstract layers, which is an expected
characteristic for all multi-channel models. From
Eqs.(5)~(7), we can see that the reduction of inference
complexity is the result of independence between
person chains and our assumption, which proves
again that our model is parsimony and less complex in
computation.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Experiments were conducted to recognize interacting activities between two or three persons in
the scenes of a parking lot and footway. Two kinds of

Fig.6 Key frames of three-person activities

Act. 1 Two groups approached oppositely and met,
persons 1 and 3 formed a new group and turned to a
new direction, and 2 kept his direction.
Act. 2 Similar to Act. 1, but after meeting, persons 1
and 3 turned back, and 2 kept walking and formed a
new group with 3.
Act. 3 Initially, persons 1 and 2 approached 3 oppositely and 2 followed 3. Before 1 and 3 met, 3 suspected and turned around, then 3 found 2, and then 3
ran off in another direction with 1 and 2 chasing him.
Act. 4 Persons 1 and 2 followed 3, and after a while
1 sped up and tried to attract 3’s attention. 2 approached and snatched 3’s belongings and ran off in a
new direction with 3 chasing him.
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Feature (p, v, η) is extracted based on the results
of people tracking using our previous system (Zhang
W. et al., 2006), where p=(px, py) is the position, v=(v,
θ) is the magnitude and direction of velocity, and
η = v / || v || is the ratio between the average speed
and the norm of the average velocity. There were
several track failures because of serious occlusions.
The features extracted from one person were used as
inputs to the corresponding HMM chain in the production layer of DHMMs.
The DHMM must be designed according to the
activity’s temporal and spatial characteristics. Generally, the more complex the activity is, the more
abstract layers and states in each layer the DHMM has.
The initial number of HMM chains at the production
layer is usually selected according to the person
number, but the number of HMM chains is unknown
when there are some chains that start or end. Different
from many researchers who learned the structure of
the model directly from the dataset, we designed
DHMMs by priori information and values of the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978)
to test the performance.
Firstly, the interacting activity is divided into a
sequence of sub-activities and, in turn, the
sub-activities are refined into a lower layer until
primitive actions are reached. Secondly, the number of
the actions of each person defines the corresponding
chain’s state number in the production state layer; the
group activity defines the root; each decomposition of
the activity defines an abstract layer using a top-down
strategy. A tuple < Kh, Kq, N{1, 2, ..., K h } , M {1, 2, …, Kq } >
defines the structure and state space of a DHMM. Ni is
the number of states of the ith layer of the abstract
layers, and Mi is the number of states of the ith channel
in the production layer. In our experiments, for Acts.
3-4 activity recognition, Kh=2, Kq=3, N1=8, N2=6,
Mi=7, and the model took state space of 35 and O(103)
parameters. The inference complexity of the model
was O(12 544×T). Our activity lasted 1 min, and T was
around 900. A total of 107 operations were required,
which is tractable.
Role assignment is a difficult problem in multimode and multi-channel sequence processing problems.
Typically, it is done manually in such a way as in
(Brand et al., 1997; Gong and Xiang, 2003; Zhang D.
et al., 2006; Du et al., 2007; 2008). However, when
the number of persons is large, role assignment be-

comes more difficult. We develop a method similar to
that in (Liu and Chua, 2006) to view the roles of
agents as unknown parameters and integrate them out
by summing all feasible solutions’ matching values.
We introduce role parameters R as R = {Rir (Otk ) |
Rir (Otk ) = P(Otk | Qtk = i, rolek = r )}, where rolek means

the role of agent k. Rr is viewed as the output probability of role r. When the likelihood is computed,
role parameters are multiplied with Eq.(7) and all
feasible solutions are summed. Since the estimation
of the optimal state path is independent of any agent
assignment, we replace the whole right term of Eq.(7)
with single likelihood probability under the optimal
state path.
We recognized activities using standard
DHMMs, MOHHMMs, and ODHMMs. We also
compared them with role assignment (+R). The results are shown in Table 1. ODHMMs suffer the same
problem as HMMs do when the range of activities
becomes more complex. As the sequence length increases, ODHMMs degrade while DHMMs and
MOHHMMs keep their performance. Although
ODHMMs achieve overall high recognition rates, we
can conclude that DHMMs have better results when
the activities last longer and have more complex
structures, as shown in Table 1. DHMMs will be more
accurate for their ability to model individual person’s
dynamics in theory; however, we learned DHMMs
using segments because of their large parameter space,
and some local optimization was gained for Act. 3.
While MOHHMMs can be learned using the whole
sequences, they perform comparably to DHMMs. The
results show that none of these models are sensitive to
the occasional track failures.
Table 1 Comparison with ODHMMs for multi-person
activity recognition
Method
ODHMM
MOHHMM
DHMM
ODHMM+R
MOHHMM+R
DHMM+R

Act. 1
92.0
96.0
96.0
89.8
91.3
91.3

Recognition rate (%)
Act. 2
Act. 3
91.8
83.3
95.9
91.3
95.9
89.6
87.9
81.2
91.3
86.5
89.6
82.3

Act. 4
81.2
91.3
91.3
81.2
86.5
89.6

‘+R’ means with role assignment

We cannot know the exact roles of agents before
recognizing their activities. Since the role parameters
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are summed for all feasible solutions in computation,
it is a compensatory method in nature. The method
with role parameters works a little worse than that
with manual role assignment. However, from the
results we can see that our method still achieves
overall high recognition rates and is practicable.
Two-person interaction recognition
Five two-person interacting activities were selected as test examples (Zhang et al., 2007; 2008):
Act. 5 Two persons walked on the same path in the
same direction with a relatively constant distance
between them.
Act. 6 Two persons walked on the same path in the
opposite direction.
Act. 7 Two persons ran on the same path in the opposite direction.
Act. 8 Two persons walked in the opposite direction
on the same path. They chatted with each other when
they met, and then went on separately.
Act. 9 Two persons approached and met, one putting an object on the ground and going away, the other
picking up this object and going away.
The activity dataset contains five activities, each
having around 30 and a total of 146 video clips lasting
20~30 s. Fig.7 shows some key frames of Act. 9.
Although these activities seem simpler than multiperson activities, they are similar to each other; i.e., it
is not easy to differentiate them. Unlike above multiperson activities, these kinds of activities also differ a
lot from the local characteristic. Besides the feature
vector (p, v, η), we added (γ, α, a) into the feature
vector for efficiency in representing details, with
γ=w/h the aspect ratio and w and h the weight and

Fig.7 Key frames of Act. 9 (only the interested region of
the original images is shown)

height respectively, α the angle of inclination of the
human body, and a=(ax, ay) the acceleration.
Comparisons between the proposed DHMMs
and traditional HMMs, CHMMs, and HHMMs were
conducted with this dataset. When using HMMs and
HHMMs, we merged the feature vectors of two persons into a big one. Table 2 illustrates the recognition
results using the proposed method and comparison
results with three models. The results show that traditional HMMs can obtain a high recognition rate
when the activity structure is relative simple, such as
in Acts. 5 and 6. CHMMs can recognize most of these
interactions. HHMMs are inferior to CHMMs when
this interacting activities dataset is concerned. Since
DHMMs are nearly equivalent to CHMMs in a special case, DHMMs obtain comparable results when
Acts. 5~8 are concerned. But when Act. 9 is considered, our proposed method is superior to other methods because of the efficient representation of temporal and spatial structures. The overall high errors at
Act. 7 were caused by the stronger noises in the observations.
Table 2 Comparison with other three models for interaction activity recognition
Act.
5
6
7
8
9

HMMs
100.0
84.6
84.2
93.3
63.6

Recognition rate (%)
CHMMs
HHMMs
100.0
100.0
100.0
92.3
84.2
84.2
100.0
93.3
81.8
81.8

DHMMs
100.0
100.0
84.2
100.0
90.9

Individual activity recognition
Nearly every signal produced by human behaviors can be beneficially decomposed into a group of
interacting processes. We also compared our method
with HMMs for recognizing individual activities.
This dataset includes two activities:
Act. 10 One person walked in the scene.
Act. 11 One person walked in the scene, and picked
up an object from the ground and went on.
The same features as in two-person interaction
recognition were selected. The recognition rates and
comparison are shown in Table 3. We decompose
features into (p, v, γ) and (α, a) for DHMMs(1) and
decompose features into (p, v, a) and (α, γ) for
DHMMs(2) with duration state on the former chain.
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Table 3 Comparison with HMMs for single-person activity recognition
Act.

Total
activities

10
11

11
12

HMMs
10
10

Recognized activities
DHMMs(1) DHMMs(2)
11
11
10
12
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836]

CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel method to recognize
human activities, especially multi-person interacting
activities with complex structures. We analyzed the
structural characteristics of activities from temporal
and spatial points, and presented a decomposed HMM
structure to recognize long-term complex interacting
activities. DHMMs decreased the dimension of the
feature and reduced the network complexity as well as
the number of parameters greatly via spatial decomposition and relations uncoupling. DHMMs can not
only model the interactions between persons but also
represent the details of individual activities. This
model worked well in multi-person activity recognition even when the person number is unknown or
variable. According to the special structure, we introduced an approximation for model inference and
learning. However, it should be pointed out that: (1)
the semantic abstraction and partonomic segmentation of activities were mainly based on personal experience, which affects the results greatly; (2) the role
assignment was done manually. These will be studied
in our future work.
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